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Preventative Programming Techniques provides programmers with a clear  and intelligent approach to detecting, preventing, and correcting the most  common mistakes. It includes practical ways to reduce problems that occur every  day, and provides methods for correcting problems that already exist. Using a  medical metaphor, each of the common problems is presented as an illness. Each  illness is then presented in a structured approach that includes a basic  description, common symptoms, prevention methods, cures, and related illnesses  to look for. The majority of the principles and practices espoused are language  independent and focus on instructing programmers how to detect and avoid  problems. It also includes guidelines on determining when and how to refactor or  rewrite code.

Some of the major and minor illnesses found throughout programming, include  premature optimization, CAP (cut and paste) epidemic, NIH (not invented here)  syndrome, complexification, oversimplification, docuphobia, and more. If you’re  a programmer, you’ve made these mistakes or you’ve had to deal with code that  has them in it. To learn how to prevent and fix these problems, check out all of  the illnesses—you’re sure to find insightful tips for your own projects. Novice  programmers will benefit greatly from reading though each category of illness  from start to finish, and experienced programmers will benefit from the  insightful tips and anecdotes.

KEY FEATURES

	Provides insightful guidelines for avoiding common programming mistakes and  writing cleaner, and more efficient code  
	Emphasizes early detection and resolution before the cost of problems  explode  
	Covers all problems from a non-language specific approach, providing  examples in C++ and Java  
	Teaches practical guidelines for detecting what may seem like obvious  mistakes that often go undetected until they cause serious problems  
	Includes a variety of tips and anecdotes that benefit all levels of  programmers 
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Balanced Scorecards & Operational Dashboards with Microsoft ExcelJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Created in Excel, balanced scorecards enable you to monitor operations and tactics, while operational dashboards is a set of indicators regarding the state of a business metric or process—both features are in high demand for many large organizations. This book serves as the first guide to focus on combining the benefits of balanced...
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Transmission Line Design Handbook (Artech House Antennas and Propagation Library)Artech House Publishers, 1991
If your looking for derivations - this is the wrong book for you
There is also a shortage analysis techniques.
This book is packed with quick formula and would might be quite useful as implied by the "design handbook" name. Some of the...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to iPod and iTunesQue, 2004
If you have been toying with the idea of getting into digital music…. If you have an
iPod and aren’t sure what to do with it…. If you wish you had a good way to stop
messing around with a bunch of CDs when you want to listen to music…. If you’ve
heard great things about iPods, have seen the...
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Artificial General Intelligence: 4th International Conference, AGI 2011, Mountain ViewSpringer, 2011

	The original goal of the AI field was the construction of “thinking machines”
	– that is, computer systems with human-like general intelligence. Due to the
	difficulty of this task, for the last few decades the majority of AI researchers have
	focused on what has been called “narrow AI” – the production...
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Symbian for Software Leaders: Principles of Successful Smartphone Development Projects (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
I dedicate this book to everyone interested in the exhilarating task
of creating smartphone products using Symbian OS. That task is
exhilarating because it is, at times, both truly hard and truly rewarding.
My goal with this book is to make the task less hard, and even
more rewarding.

My target audience comprises...
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Computer Arithmetic: Algorithms and Hardware ImplementationsSpringer, 2012

	The subject of this book is the analysis and design of digital devices that implement computer arithmetic. The book's presentation of high-level detail, descriptions, formalisms and design principles means that it can support many research activities in this field, with an emphasis on bridging the gap between algorithm optimization and...
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